Transparency is key to managing this situation, Bruns said. College athletics leaders must make sure everyone understands the full picture and exactly what\'s going on at all levels, she noted. Although every school is being hit in different ways and amounts, there\'s a lot of commonality, too, she said. Oregon State is looking at a potential decrease of more than \$7 million in revenue this year due to reductions in NCAA funds; sponsorships within the conference, nationally and locally; student fees; and giving. So far, mitigation strategies have included budget and hiring freezes (besides filling essential openings) and debt restructuring. In lieu of a salary reduction, a leadership gift model was set up so executive staff, head coaches, and some other higher‐level staff can give a percentage of their salaries as a gift back to the university, she said. They\'re also considering cost savings tied to regional travel versus more distant travel, and other aspects such as the number of trips/competitions and travel party sizes, she added.

"Transparency and communication have been paramount for us," Butros agreed. He\'s part of an executive team that meets frequently to discuss the financial impact; how other schools are responding to the crisis; what steps the government is taking at the local, state, and federal levels; and preparing athletics to come back under social distancing measures and how that might impact stadium attendance and infrastructure changes, such as checking temperatures and changing the set‐up of ticketing, seating, and concessions.

Butros also emphasized the importance of embracing a strategic planning approach. "We decided early on that our priority wasn\'t necessarily immediate action but immediate planning and preparation" and developing "a model that is agile and could be adjusted incrementally based on where we were at," he explained. He led his athletics department to identify what needed to be done immediately and what needed to be done in phases. That way, when athletics leaders have a clearer picture of the financial impact of having a shortened schedule they\'ll be able to move quickly and take action, he noted. This involved preparing by arming themselves with data and the knowledge of which decisions would have which financial impacts, he said.

For the first phase, Butros focused on what changes needed to be made right then in order to recognize savings, and how to deal with the revenue they knew was already lost. He also prepared his department to make changes to prepare for the expected cuts and economic downturn and to create savings for the near future. For example, besides anything directly related either to the COVID‐19 response or the student‐athletes' well‐being, a spending and hiring freeze was also put into place. For the next fiscal year, the budget was reduced by almost \$7 million. Each sport in every division was asked to contribute to that by cutting a certain dollar amount by making adjustments now to future scheduling, travel, and other areas that would have the least impact to competiveness, he said. For example, they would try to move away from commercial/charter air travel and switch to bus travel instead, whenever possible.

Coaches also agreed to forgo bonuses for this upcoming year, he added. Although besides those bonuses, he\'s trying to refrain from cutting compensation or benefits, because he understands "our number one asset is our people," he also has data at the ready showing how much 5% to 10% salary reductions could trim from the budget just in case that\'s needed.

This leads to the second phase, in which they "can pull different levers in different strengths, depending on how much we need to save," Butros explained. Athletics is also strategically looking at small reserves and discussed debt restructuring with campus leaders. Although they\'d prefer to pay the debt down quickly, they\'re considering the potential temporary budget savings of making payments on the interest only for a time, he said. And as some personnel leave their positions, another cost‐savings measure could come in the form of position reductions or consolidations.
